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In my philosophy and understanding of God…. But, with respect to others I do not press or impose my 

religious beliefs upon my friends, families or neighbors. At the same time, I respect and understand 

religious tolerance with the belief that with religious tolerance, bigotry and prejudice can eventually 

minimalize with the hope that bigotry and prejudice become obsolete. 

A creator of man and earth exist as in Genesis (Bible) and Bevershit (Torah), God creates the world.  The 

Big Bang theory that consist of the many laws of science; relativity, gravity, abstraction, fussion etc. 

dealing with the basic elements, atoms, helium, nuclear fusion reactions primarily suggest that there is not 

a higher deity as in a God that made the earth but establishes a scientific theory of all produced by an 

energy explosion that produces galaxies such as the Milky Way in which we live.  

Sometimes the separation of a theory-logical thought needs to be combined for a better understanding 

after there is an educational understanding for the separation of a theory-logical thought. Meaning 

understanding the Big Bang (scientific) theory and theology (religious) that includes a higher deity be 

understood as two separate theories of thought.  Then pulling those two theories to include both are in a 

sense one theory of a theological thought and thought process- separate but combined.  So, why separate 

and keep both apart separate?  My theory includes both and both are believable.  The humor part is – it 

sounds like God had a chemistry set and made a very Big Bang.  For the most part, the phrase, the 

potter’s wheel was used and applied in the latter future to make the earth.  God narrowed down his 

choices when he made the earth. 

In creation of the world, heaven was formed and hell collided with it.  Heaven to the soul in having the 

five senses; to see the beauty in of the vast mountains, grassy terrain, blue skies of an infinite beauty – as 

in eternity, to touch as in a warm hug, to hear as in a happy laughter of a celebration; to smell the 

freshness of oven baked bread, to taste the sweetness of candy or even a finely roasted coffee.- then all 

are combined together whether a human can possess all – but some senses take over to grant and equalize 

and achieve the full heaven on the earth.  The hell on earth is what man causes and natural disasters that 

happen.  Some believe that when it comes to War-the destruction caused by man upon each other also 

includes not only humans involved that are under attack that include victims, but, victims included the 

natural earth-.the alterations of appearances not only upon man in physical and psychological but, upon 

the economic state, the natural environmental state (that include landscapes, atmospheric). 

God gave man free will to choose from right and wrong – some refer to black or white yet there is a gray 

area.-a right or wrong that may not be clearly defined that it could be a little bit of both.  With the giving 

clearly defined that it could be a little bit of both.  With the giving of free will, God’s freedom to choose 

was in hopes that man will do the right thing.  When people accuse God or ask God why he let something 

bad happen and blame God for a misdeed by another human or humans on earth one should consider the 

phrase, "God did not do that to you. God is a merciful God.  What did that to you was people.  People 

with free will that did the wrong thing.” Along, the lines of war, there is a saying that religious people 

cause wars.  Religious people do not cause wars in my opinion.  Its religious people that use religion as a 

weapon that causes war.  For whatever reason if it maybe personally provoked by a past situation or an 

excuse or wavering belief to conquer a world for a personal alternative motive, not always revealing to 

themselves or others- looking for the best way for humans to live while obtaining power of control for 

one-self and a few followers.  It is a refine undefined separation for some to be aware of, to act on and 

understand.  At times when an understanding had been obtained it is of a lateness to save those who have 
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died.  A sorrow that God looks upon and does not interfere until he hears the cries are too many as in the 

walk out lead by Moses.  Not, all God’s interferences come in such a dramatic approach.  Others go down 

in history, the past becomes a present and a future standing as hopeful.  Who wins? When God does not 

present in an effective way as the Hebrew people found freedom, He has chosen heroes in individuals to 

make a difference of latten. Over the past 50 years in the United States, there are several that make many. 

Ruby Bridges was one- a small black child becomes a life time hero to many in the segregation between 

the blacks and whites.  A forever watched human that grows up in a hostile environment.  While younger 

she takes a stand in America as a watched icon for change for the hopeful future – a better day after 

tomorrow- a hopeful future of equality and peace.  Many wars are being fought eternally, externally and 

in some place both depending upon where you live. In God granting of free will, he finds the hero’s and 

from his cheering stand will guide them to the maximum potential of whatever that maybe or whoever 

they maybe to change the future. 

To those that passed away and someday myself, the body decay's, the soul as contained within our human 

form eventually finds home in everywhere.  To those that passed away and someday myself, I believe that 

when my body decays, my soul will take on many forms.  For what encapsulates the soul is my body.  

When cremated then returned to the earth with my decay goes parts of my soul.  The cremation of my 

ashes, the remains that contain my soul that when let go upon the winds to scatter- my soul as my body 

will scatter-parts of me may become nutrients to the growth of the next tree, a fruited plant or particles in 

a nearby lake.  The circle of life described by many so that gift that God gave to me was life.  My return 

to the earth in many facets of decay becomes the particles for new beginnings of life making it possible 

for my soul to continue to live on in many areas of life.  No conscious or consciousness collectively will I 

be able to tell you so.  My life after death is the continuation of life that will grow upon the earth in the 

future. The beauty is that my soul now in particles will provide life to live on. 

The bible speaks of the tale of tongues of many languages that God has upon the earth.  

Torah 11:5-7 -The tower of Babel -6) Adonai said, they are a single people all having one language and 

this is the first thing they do! Now, nothing they plan to do will be unattainable for them. 7) Come, let us 

descend and confuse their speech, so that one person will not understand another's speech." 8) From the 

place, Adonai scattered them all over the face of the earth, and they stopped, building the city. 9) He 

named it Babel, because this was the place when Adonai confused the world's language.  It was there that 

Adonai dispersed (humanity) over all the face of the earth. 

The verse both identifiable in both the Bible and Torah, Genesis (bible), Bevershit (Torah) show the 

example of God with his own blessing give the earth a scattered cultivated multi-cultural societies upon 

the earth.  Not only did God bless each culture and countries with multi-facet languages.  He also blessed 

the world with not only different agricultural terrain as well as with a blessed free will many religious 

beliefs among man.  A dispersment of languages that belief of God in different directional paths though I 

believe under one deity, the one and only God.  A God that gave Man a challenge to understand to work 

with each other hand in hand despite differences- as in Torah Bevehsit 11:09 9) He named it Babel, 

because this was the place who Adonai confused the world's language. It was there that Adonai dispersed 

(humanity) over all the face of the earth. God gave man the options of a selective process to achieve to 

bring back the Garden of Eden.  The garden that was here but what it is missing is the Man in the original 

form. The Man that was designed by God to live in a purity of a soul without sin in taking another's life 
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away, working toward a world on an understanding of a sinless place that experiences total peace-no war, 

no life threatening disease, no life threat to each other- a joint world of living together in harmony and an 

appreciation for one another - the original Garden of Eden. 

 


